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Even in today’s digital market, print is essential to success. And whether you run a 

warehouse, distribution center or a retail store, you want more e�ciency from your labels 

to keep processes running smoothly.

Iconex preprinted variable barcode labels make your 
warehouses and stores run better

Iconex™ Preprinted Barcode Labels
 LABELING SOLUTIONS

We’ve specialized in innovative labeling solutions for more 

than 30 years, so if you want your labels to do more for you, 

do less by putting things into our hands. Our preprinted, 

variable barcode labeling solutions will ensure you have all 

the data you need to track your inventory and assets, 

anywhere, anytime. We will work with you to understand your 

labeling needs and provide end-to-end solutions so that you 

have fewer steps in your supply chain management process. 

How do we do this? First, we design labels that fit your 

precise data requirements. Then we print impeccable 

barcodes on our state-of-the-art labeling presses and 

conduct an inspection to ensure uniqueness and 100% scan 

rates. So let our experts support your business by minimizing 

the work required at your site and providing greater 

e�ciency for operators.
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Variable printing 

Asking your employees to multi-task to keep up with the fast flow of your business environment can make your internal 

processes more complex and less e�cient. Outsourcing your variable printing needs to Iconex will free up time. Your employees 

will no longer have to deal with the hassle of managing number streams and printing so that they can concentrate on what they 

do best. And you will realize savings as you take printers out of docks and bays and reduce your consumables spend. 

Outstanding print quality 

Iconex’s labeling presses deliver the highest quality, variable barcode printing possible. With Iconex, you can be confident that 

our print technology meets your demands with sharp, crisp text and 1D and 2D barcodes at 300 dpi quality or better. 

Unique barcode inspection 

Whether your labels use standard sequential numbering or more complex numbering systems with algorithms, the Iconex 

barcode inspection system verifies any combination of linear, matrix and stacked codes to ISO print quality standards. Misreads 

due to broken letters, skews, smears, spots, voids, wrinkles and other print quality defects will no longer a�ect the flow of your 

processes. And you will be able to rely on your labels to communicate accurate data where and when you need it. 

Product Range

• Label types: asset barcode tags, batch numbers, ID number 

labels, inventory labels, security barcode labels, tool tracking, 

warehouse labels, warranty barcode labels

• Capabilities to support 1D and 2D preprinted barcodes

• Unique barcode inspection system assures 100% scannability

• Permanent adhesive suited for common environments

Features
• Substrate compatibility: corrugated boxes, industrial 

plastics and metals

• Wide array of substrates for permanent and 

on-permanent assets

• Finishing methods: sheets and rolls

Why Iconex?
Iconex is the premier provider of solutions essential to daily commerce. As the iconic inventor and continued leader in receipts, 
we connect people and goods through unrivaled, best-in-class labeling and tracking technology. Building upon our unique 
tradition of innovation, we are creating the next generation of business process improvements. 

• Outsourcing label printing logistics frees time for more value 

added activities

• Eliminate printers and supplies needed to print labels

• Eliminate the need to manage the barcode numbering system

• 100% scan rate eliminates exception routing of misread barcodes

• Labels meet ISO print quality standards ensuring the highest 

possible quality

• Inspection system verifies any combination of linear, matrix and 

stacked codes

Benefits

Iconex continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. Iconex, therefore, reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by Iconex in all parts of the world. Consult your Iconex representative or Iconex o�ce for the latest 
information. All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.  © 2020 Iconex. 


